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1. General overview

For the reporting period from June 2019 to June 2020, the Executive Board set the goal of
steering the association on a steady course and restoring trust to the most important
stakeholders. Further tasks were launched under the operational management of Edgar
Schenk: Work on a strategy for the association FTE with a focus on IT developments,
strengthening the commitment to TTR with the aim of better representing the interests of its
members and good management of the core operating business.

With the Working Group IT and the TTR RU Core Team two new platforms for the members
were created. The first aims to set the IT-strategy of the association and deals with questions
within TTR IT, the latter has the objective to elaborate on concrete issues within TTR and to
build up joint opinions. These two platforms together with ad-hoc Working groups for specific
topics (like Commercial conditions) and the existing Working groups for Freight and
Passenger Traffic allow FTE to give its members a stronger voice and build up a counterpart
to RNE.

The end of the reporting period was marked by the Corona crisis, which meant that
conferences and the Plenary Assembly had to be moved to the digital space for the first time.



2. Executive Board meetings

The Executive Board held in the reporting period 8 meetings. A new body is the “Joint
Commission for Freight and Passenger Traffic”, which serves primarily for the decision of IT-
topics. The Joint Commission is described in the annual report of the Commissions for
Freight and Passenger traffic.

The most important decisions taken at the Executive Board meetings during this period are
summarised below.

• The establishment of the Working Group IT
• Working Group IT: setup of the strategy works and the governance
• Consent for the election of Sebastian Naundorf as successor to Andrew Hermann.

• Preparation of the TTR strategy workshop with RNE concerning the migration concept
• TTR: establishing a platform on CEO-level
• Discussion of the TTR migration concept

• The establishment of the TTR RU Core Team
• Setting priorities within TTR: Commercial conditions, IT, Capacity model

(trust of RUs), Pilots. Preparation of a strategic discussion with RNE

• Preparing the FTE Strategy

• Decision regarding Cost Distribution Key



3. TTR

The members of the Executive Board were involved in TTR Steering Committee meetings
and workshops (28 8. / 12.11 / 5.12.2019 / 17.2. / 28.4.2020).

In the reporting period the gap between the strong urge to implement a market-oriented
capacity management as soon as possible and the obstacles when it comes to details and
costs became more and more visible. Work stagnated at various levels, especially on the
Commercial Conditions topic, but also on IT and the general approach. It got increasingly
apparent that the way things were going would not work as before. At the meeting on 17.2.20
with the head of the Rail Freight Forward group, Dr. Clemens Först, TTR was discussed. It
became apparent at this meeting that the freight RUs in particular strongly support TTR, but
that progress is too slow. In this sense, the migration concept was born under the lead of
RNE.

For the market-oriented monitoring and control of the project, the FTE management has
examined various options for action within the migration concept. It was decided to
accompany the concept constructively and critically and to be involved at all levels of the
organization. However, the Board will of course consider alternatives should its conditions
prove not to be met.
These points as well as some content-related points concerning the migration concept were
discussed in detail with the RNE management at the strategy workshop on 28.4.20.

The Executive Board is convinced that FTE is now well positioned so that joint opinions of
the RUs can be powerfully introduced into further work.



4. Strategy FTE

The board also dealt with the strategic orientation of the association. The topic of strategic
orientation is mainly about the planning horizons in which FTE should be active in the future.
In view of the new capacity planning processes, the Executive Board has commissioned the
FTE office to examine how the annual timetable horizon can be extended to cover multi-year
planning but also timetable changes during the year. In this sense today’s core business, the
annual timetabling, would be extended in both directions:

Work on this topic has only just begun and will be one of the focal points in the next reporting
period along with TTR.

Regarding IT, the Executive Board commissioned the IT working group to determine which
modules the members would like to have harmonized centrally and at European level in the
future, also (but not only) in a future TTR IT landscape. The Working group IT established
here a governance and first modules for deeper analysis.

Furthermore, the Cooperation Agreement with RNE adopted in June 2019 has been
complemented by a new agreement that precisely defines the process of financial
participation of FTE in IT developments of RNE. This should make distortions with RNE
regarding financial participation a thing of the past.



5. Operational business

The Executive Board states, that timetabling conferences are still very popular.
A satisfaction survey amongst participants showed that 97% find the conferences
indispensable for their work and are pleased with it. Yet there is the desire for improvement
in both the working programme for Freight and Passenger traffic and the online submission
of meeting requests/treatment of paper decisions on site. A new working programme for
Passenger Traffic conferences was elaborated in an Ad-hoc working group. Further
development of the FTE Website and Member Area to simplify/digitalize that process is in
progress. However, most participants stated that even in the age of digitalization the need for
personal interaction remains and the FTE Coordination Conferences are highly appreciated.

The growing number of participants at FTE Freight Traffic Conferences makes it more and
more difficult to establish a working programme that is suitable for everyone. The FTE D
conference saw a record of meeting requests with a total of 400 - and not enough time slots.
Solutions were (and are still) discussed, especially in the area of status quo requests. The
corona-related relocation of the FTE B conferences may provide a solution here, even
though a survey held by the FTE office has shown that an onsite conference is clearly
preferred. Nearly 90% would like to meet face to face. Thus, the uncomplicated solution
finding outside of official meetings is only possible onsite.

The work on the conferences has been flanked by the PCS RU-Usergroup, which has further
developed the system from a user perspective. In future, FTE will contribute to the costs of
further development within the framework of the above-mentioned cooperation agreement
with RNE.
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